Corona-NMSU Research Ranch offers Half-Day of College event this July
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Half-Day of College was an idea hatched by a group of ranchers that serve on the Corona Range and Livestock Center advisory committee. This summer's rendition will continue with topics suggested by the committee as well as new session of "Stump the Professor.”

Experts in ranch record keeping, effective health programs and current events affecting ranching will discuss these subjects with attendees for the day.

Students of the Half Day of College will have the opportunity to select the sessions they wish to attend.

The three courses offered at the July 20 event are:
- Quick Books for Ranchers: a course intended to give hands on application of the computer program. Bring your laptop if you wish.
- Effective Health Programs: A refresher course on vaccination protocols and use of medicinals including the how's and why's. Bring a copy of your vaccination schedule.
- Stump the Professor: After short presentations of current topics there will be an open question and answer session with NMSU professors. Ask any question you want.

All classes will be presented three times concurrently.

There will be time to talk to each of the instructors and other participants before, during and after the class.

Corona Research Center scientists will be available discuss any topic.

Registration is at 9:30 a.m. with classes starting at 10 a.m. Lunch will be served to anyone attending.

The half day event is free of charge.

For more information contact the research ranch manager, Shad Cox, at 849-1015 or email shadcox@nmsu.edu.

Information on the ranch including the newest edition of the newsletter is located on the Web at their site, http://corona.nmsu.edu.